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Predictions for Upscaling Sonoluminescence
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Only a small fraction of the high-dimensional parameter space that governs the occurrence of
stable single-bubble sonoluminescence (SBSL) has been explored so far. We predict that decreasing
the acoustic driving frequencyf upscales SBSL. More specifically, atf  5 kHz we expect
more than 100 times as many photons per flash as atf  20 kHz and a flash width of about
1000 ps. The application of lower frequencies has to be assisted by reducing the partial inert gas
pressure of the dissolved gas (e.g., stronger degassing) to maintain diffusive stability of the bubbles.
[S0031-9007(98)08344-6]
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The astonishing energy focusing capabilities of
bubble in single-bubble sonoluminescence (SBSL) [1
have intrigued many researchers and triggered numer
experimental [2,3] and theoretical [4] studies aimed
determining the central temperatures and emitted lig
intensity of SBSL bubbles. Most experiments an
theories indicate that the temperatures (or equival
energy densities) inside the bubble can reach at le
several104 K and the short (80–300 ps [5,6]) light pulse
consist of up to107 photons in the visible range [2]. The
question now arises if the experimental parameters c
be altered such that these figures can be pushed to e
more extreme values, i.e., can SBSL beupscaled?

Experimentally [2] it was found that an efficient wa
to achieve more intense light is tocool the water.
Decreasing the water temperature from 33 to 2.5±C gives
nearly 1000 times more photons per pulse. Followin
the hydrodynamical/chemical approach to SBSL [7–10
the water temperature dependence was quantitativ
accounted for by considering the temperature depende
of the material constants of water [11].

In this paper we focus on the upscaling of SBSL b
reducing the driving frequencyf, a procedure suggested
by Apfel [12]. The effect of reducing the frequency i
twofold: (i) In the SL regime the dynamics of the bubbl
radiusRstd is characterized by a long and relatively slo
expansion that occurs during the negative pressure phas
the driving, and by a subsequent violent collapse. Beca
a smaller frequency gives the bubble more time to expa
it leads to a larger expansion ratioRmaxyR0 (maximum ra-
dius divided by ambient radius) and a stronger collap
Indeed, the example of Fig. 1 shows that, in comparis
to frequencies commonly used today in experiment (e.
f ø 20 40 kHz), more violent collapses can be reache
(at fixedR0) with smallerf. (ii) For smallerf the thresh-
old of shape instability which limits the SBSL regime [8] i
shifted towards larger bubbles which potentially emit mo
sonoluminescence light. Indeed, experiments with sma
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f by Barber and Putterman [13] and by Cordry [14] found
brighter SL bubbles. But what is the maximum light inten
sity which can be expected, and how should one choose t
forcing pressurePa and the gas concentration in the liquid
to achieve an optimal photon yield? The present stud
will make quantitative predictions for answers to thes
questions.

Our analysis of upscaled SBSL is based on the hydro
dynamical approach to SBSL [7–10], augmented by a
approximate description of the thermal bremsstrahlung o
the partially ionized gas inside the bubble [15,16].

The bubble is driven by the harmonic drivingPstd 
2Pa cos2pft; it responds according to the Rayleigh-
Plesset (RP) dynamics [2,8,17,18]. The pressurepsssRstdddd
inside the bubble is approximated by a spatially homoge
neous van der Waals pressure. This approximation is we

FIG. 1. Time seriesRstd from the RP equation forf  5 kHz
(dashed line), 20 kHz (solid line), and 50 kHz (dot-dashed line
for the driving Pstd. The time axis is normalized with the
driving periodT  1yf. While in all cases,R0  4 mm and
Pa  1.2 atm are the same, the maximum radiusRmax reached
for 5 kHz is almost 7 times larger than for 50 kHz, leading
to a more violent collapse. This is demonstrated in the inse
which shows how close the minimal radiusRmin approaches the
van der Waals hard core radiush as a function of the forcing
frequencyf.
© 1999 The American Physical Society
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justified for inert gases [19,20] which are the only releva
gas species for stable SBSL as all molecular compoun
(e.g., N2, O2) dissociate and their reaction products dis
solve in water [10]. As an example we take argon an
describe its concentration in the liquid by the ratio of it
partial pressurepAr

` to the ambient pressureP0  1 atm.
The gas temperature follows from a polytropic law [16
based on results by Prosperetti [21]. The material co
stants are those for argon dissolved in water at 20±C. We
supplement the RP equation by a corresponding ordina
differential equation (ODE) for nonspherical distortions o
the bubble surface derived in [22]. This equation can b
solved with a boundary layer approximation [7,8,23]; se
[8] for details. This approximation slightly overestimate
the shape instabilities due to the simplified treatment
thermal losses [24,25]; however, the quantitative agre
ment is still satisfactory [25,26].

Of the different types of shape instabilities found in
Ref. [8] we focus here on the long time scaleparametric
instability, where the perturbations of the spherical surfac
can grow from cycle to cycle and finally overwhelm
the bubble. At a givenf, bubbles with ambient radii
R0 , Rmax

0 are stable, withRmax
0 only weakly dependent

on Pa in the SBSL regime. Numerically, we find that
Rmax

0 increases with decreasingf; see Figs. 2 and 3. This
finding can be accounted for by the following argumen
The shape instability is driven by a parametric instabilit
[8] on the time scale of the afterbounces, which is clos
to the inverse of the bubble’s eigenfrequency [17]fe p

3P0yrly2pR0, where rl is the liquid density. The
exponential growth with time constantf21

e is stopped
after a timeøR2

0y2nl , due to the damping of theRstd
dynamics by the liquid viscositynl. Over the remaining
afterbounce interval whose length isø1y2f [9], the shape
instabilities are themselves damped by viscosity, typica
with half the time constant of theRstd damping [8].
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FIG. 2. Largest ambient radiusRmax
0 for stable argon SBSL

bubbles in water at givenPa  1.2, 1.3, and 1.4 atm. The
dashed line shows the estimate (1).
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Putting all these facts together finally yields

Rmax
0 ,

√
r

3P0

!1y6√
8pn

2
l

f

!1y3

(1)

for the maximum ambient radius for which bubbles are
still shape stable in the large forcing SBSL regime, in
decent agreement with the numerical results of Fig. 2.

The instabilities of the Rayleigh-Taylor (RT) type have
not been included here, as for smallf and very intense
collapses they act on too short time scales as to b
described within a uniform bubble model. A correct
description probably requires a detailed modeling of th
pressure and density variations of the bubble interio
Also, the aforementioned neglect of heat losses affects t
RT instability more severely at the lowerf. Qualitatively,
the RT instability sets an upper limit to the driving pressur
(cf. [8]), with this limit decreasing for smallerf.
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FIG. 3. Phase diagram in theR0-Pa parameter space for
(a) f  20 kHz and (b)f  5 kHz. The dashed lines indicate
the Mg  1 Mach criterion. The thin solid lines give the
threshold for parametric instability. SL bubbles fulfill both
criteria (shaded region). The thick lines show the diffusive
equilibria for the partial pressure of noble gaspAr

` yP0 indicated
in the graph (branches with positive slope represent stab
equilibria). Note that in (b)pAr

` yP0 has been chosen a factor
of 40 lower than in (a) in order to achieve stable SL at high
driving pressure. For the same gas concentration as in (a), t
5 kHz driven bubble in (b) could not be stable forPayP0 . 1.13.
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Sonoluminescing bubbles must also fulfill the energ
focusing condition, which can be estimated by requirin
Mg  j ÙRjycg * 1 [2,7,8]; Mg is the Mach number with
respect to the speed of sound in the gascg. TheMg  1
curve is also given in Fig. 3; it undergoes a slight shi
towards smallerPa and R0 when loweringf because of
the enhanced collapse strength.

To summarize, because of the enhancement of sha
stability and collapse strength, the SBSL regime whe
both the energy focusing condition and shape stability a
fulfilled (shaded region in Fig. 3) is enlarged for smalle
f, allowing for larger bubbles and stronger collapses.

Next we discuss thediffusive stabilityof the bubbles
[2,8,17,27,28]. Up to now we have implicitly assumed
that the ambient radiusR0 can be changed directly in
experiment. However, it can only be altered indirectl
by adjusting the gas concentration [5,8,29]. Here we a
interested in diffusivelystable bubbles, as they exhibit
the brightest SBSL; unstable bubbles suffer from diffusiv
growth and shedding of microbubbles; they are less lon
lived and less bright [2,26].

The diffusive equilibria in the SBSL regime are charac
terized by the condition [8,28],

pAr
` yP0  kpsR, tdl4yP0 , (2)

where kpsssRstddddl4 
RT

0 psssRstddddR4 dty
RT

0 R4 dt is a
weighted mean of the gas pressure inside the bubb
The right-hand side of Eq. (2) can easily be calculate
from the RP dynamics. To very good approximatio
kpsR, tdl4yP0 ø sR0yRmaxd3 [2,9]. As RmaxyR0 gets
very large for the strong collapses at lowf (Fig. 1),
the (inert) gas concentrationpAr

` yP0 in the liquid must
be very small for (2) to be fulfilled. Therefore, much
stronger degassing is necessary to get stable bubb
at high driving pressures. In Fig. 3 we plot diffusive
equilibria resulting from Eq. (2); only those with positive
slope are stable. Forf  5 kHz (Fig. 3b) the required
inert gas concentration to have stable bubbles at, s
PayP0  1.3 is well below pAr

` yP0  0.01%. From
an experimental point of view a controlled degassing
such tiny concentrations may be difficult. Therefore w
recommend to make use of argon rectification by mixin
a small amount of argon with pure nitrogen, which i
burned off, thus adjustingpAr

` to the desired value.
For the experimenter it is convenient to have predic

tions for phase diagrams in the space of the directly a
justable parameterspAr

` yP0 andPayP0. These diagrams
can easily be extracted from the graphs inR0-Pa space
(Fig. 3). The results for three different frequencies ar
shown in Fig. 4. From this figure it can again be seen th
lower f requires lower inert gas concentrationspAr

` yP0.
The larger bubbles and the stronger collapses ma

us expect more light using smaller frequencies. Bu
how much more? We can quantify the light emissio
using an extension of the hydrodynamic theory [16]. I
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FIG. 4. Phase diagrams in thespAr
` yP0d-sPayP0d parameter

space forf  5, 20, and 50. Stable SBSL is possible only in
the small, shaded regions. For each frequency, the area be
the stable SBSL domain is occupied by bubbles which do n
emit light, while above it diffusively unstable SL bubbles are
found. The inset shows, at givenPa  1.3 atm, the range of
gas concentrations for which stable SBSL is possible (note t
logarithmic ordinate).

this approach, an ODE for the gas temperature inside t
(uniform) bubble is coupled to the RP equation. Sub
sequently, the opacity of the heated gas—whose im
portance was first recognized in the pioneering wor
of Moss et al. [15]—and the resulting light emission
(primarily from thermal bremsstrahlung [15,16]) are com
puted, showing good agreement with the available expe
mental data. Lowering the driving frequency, we predic
that, e.g., atf  5 kHz more than 100 times as many pho
tons are emitted as atf  20 kHz; see Fig. 5a. The maxi-
mum temperatures in the bubble reach about 60 kK
compared toø30 kK at f  20 kHz. The widths of the
light pulses can exceed 1000 ps, much longer than hit
erto observed [5] for the standard frequencies (Fig. 5b
We make the explicit prediction that for these long an
intense light pulses at 5 kHz the width in the red spe
tral regime should be nearly twice as long as in the blu
spectral regime, in contrast to what has been observed
largerf [5].

We suggest to experimentally check the predictions f
the light intensities and widths of the light pulses in the pro
posed parameter regimes, i.e., for low frequencies and
correspondingly low inert gas concentrations (cf. Fig. 4
Such experiments will validate the present understandi
of SBSL and may lead to refinements of the model. I
particular, one will be able to better judge the role of wate
vapor. Clearly, the lowerf, the more water molecules will
enter the bubble upon expansion and will modify the ligh
emission process upon collapse [30]. Likewise, the g
composition may become different at the center of th
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FIG. 5. Number of emitted detectable photons (200 nm ,
l , 800 nm) per pulse (a) and pulse width (b) as a function o
Pa for different driving frequencies. Note that the partial argo
pressure has to be decreased for lowerf.

bubble and near its wall [31]. The neglect of therma
damping [24] will furthermore become more and mor
questionable for increasing peak temperatures, i.e., for d
creasingf. Also, the electronic degrees of freedom o
argon will eventually limit the compressional heating o
the gas.

The good agreement between experiment and theo
[16] suggests that the processes mentioned in the pre
ous paragraph are of minor importance in the hitherto e
plored parameter range off  20 40 kHz. Therefore,
for the time being, we neglected them also in the neig
boring regimef  2 20 kHz. Eventually only the com-
parison to experiment will tell down to which frequencie
these approximations are justified and reveal how mu
further one can push the limits of SBSL towards the re
gion of extreme and extravagant states of matter.
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